German DSpace User Group
In the last years, there is a growing number of institutions in Germany that run DSpace installations, most of them are libraries. They all have to deal
with similar, German specific use cases, as for example to implement the automatic harvesting procedure of the Deutsche Nationalbibliothek (German
National Library).
This page and its sub-pages are the platform to coordinate the collaboration of the German DSpace users concerning German specific themes.
Neuigkeiten

Nächstes Mitgliedertreffen DSpace-Konsortium: 26.3.2020 von 16:30-17:30 in Hamburg
Recording und Folien des Google-Scholar-DSpace-Germany Webinars ist nun verfügbar
Save the Date: DSpace Anwendertreffen 2020: 26.-27.3.2020 in Hamburg

Who is using DSpace?

How to support
DSpace?

(via Duraspace Registry)
Austria
Germany
Switzerland
Ihr Repository fehlt noch? -> https://duraspace.
org/registry/register-your-site/

To support DSpace, the DSpace Konsortium
Deutschland helps Institutions in Germany to
become a DSpace member. Furthermore the
DSpace Konsortium Deutschland represents
the interests of German DSpace Users within
the DSpace Governance. If your institution is
using DSpace and is situated in Germany, plea
se consider to become a member of the
DSpace Konsortium Deutschland to support
the further development of DSpace.

Let's talk
There are numerous ways to get in touch. Just use them all: Mail, Slack and in person!
DSpace-de

DSpace-Tech

Slack-Channel

DSpace-de is the mailing list of the
German DSpace user community. If you
have questions, tips or ideas dealing with
problems specific for running a DSpace
installation in Germany, the DSpace-de
mailing list is the right one for you to use.

If you have questions how to use DSpace
or if you have a general technical problem,
it would be better to write to the mailing list
DSpace-tech. Most probably, on DSpacetech you will get your answer much faster
than on the much smaller list DSpace-de.

DSpace is using Slack as communication
platform. Within slack there is a new
channel for the German DSpace User
Group: dspace-dach.

Sign up to DSpace-de
View or search archive

Sign up to DSpace-tech
View or search archive

DSpace Anwendertreffen
In 2014 the University Library of the Technische Universität Berlin took the initiative to restart the collaboration between the German DSpace user
community and invited to a meeting in Berlin. Thank you so much.
Let's make it a recurring event and welcome any German or German speaking participants ( ... and yes we can also talk English if applicable). This is
why we are now called DSpace Anwendertreffen.
2020: DSpace-Anwendertreffen 2020, Hamburg
2019: DSpace Anwendertreffen 2019, Bamberg
2018: DSpace Anwendertreffen 2018, Berlin
2017: DSpace Anwendertreffen 2017, Stuttgart
2016: German DSpace User Group Meeting 2016, Hamburg
2015: German DSpace User Group Meeting 2015, Tübingen
2014: German DSpace User Group Meeting 2014, Berlin

